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ABSTRACT: The lipid raft hypothesis presents insights into
how the cell membrane organizes proteins and lipids to
accomplish its many vital functions. Yet basic questions remain
about the physical mechanisms that lead to the formation,
stability, and size of lipid rafts. As a result, much interest has
been generated in the study of systems that contain similar
lateral heterogeneities, or domains. In the current work we
present an experimental approach that is capable of isolating the
bending moduli of lipid domains. This is accomplished using
neutron scattering and its unique sensitivity to the isotopes of
hydrogen. Combining contrast matching approaches with inelastic neutron scattering, we isolate the bending modulus of ∼13
nm diameter domains residing in 60 nm unilamellar vesicles, whose lipid composition mimics the mammalian plasma membrane
outer leaflet. Importantly, the bending modulus of the nanoscopic domains differs from the modulus of the continuous phase
surrounding them. From additional structural measurements and all-atom simulations, we also determine that nanoscopic
domains are in-register across the bilayer leaflets. Taken together, these results inform a number of theoretical models of
domain/raft formation and highlight the fact that mismatches in bending modulus must be accounted for when explaining the
emergence of lateral heterogeneities in lipid systems and biological membranes.

■ INTRODUCTION

The existence and role of lateral lipid organization in biological
membranes has been studied and contested for more than 30
years.1 At the core of this debate is the lipid raft hypothesis,2

which proposes rafts as scalable compartments in biological
membranes, providing appropriate physical environments to
resident membrane proteins. This implies that lateral lipid
organization is connected to a range of biological functions,
such as protein colocalization, membrane trafficking, and cell
signaling, to name a few.1a,f,2,3 Lipid rafts have even been
implicated in the pathogenesis of viral and bacterial infection.4

These roles all stem from the premise that membranes are
inherently heterogeneous structures that self-organize into
nanoscopic heterogeneities, or “rafts”, within a “sea” of
disordered lipids based on the thermodynamic and structural
properties of their constituent lipids and proteins. However,
fundamental questions remain about the physical mechanisms
that govern the formation, size, and stability of these lateral
heterogeneities.

If one accepts the premise that nanoscopic lipid hetero-
geneities (or nanodomains) exist at equilibrium, one must also
accept that boundary energy would in general favor a reduction
of interfacial length, domain coalescence, and complete phase
separation. How then does one explain the presence of
nanoscopic lipid heterogeneities? In vivo, active processes may
prevent equilibrium from emerging, preventing the coalescence
of transient compositional fluctuations by mechanisms such as
protein/cytoskeletal interactions5 or rapid lipid turnover.6

However, nanometer sized lipid domains have been observed
in model systems in which there are no active processes.7 In the
absence of active mechanisms, competing interactions are
needed to offset the boundary energy resulting in modulated
phase behavior.8 A number of detailed models have been put
forward exploring potential mechanisms such as mismatches in
spontaneous curvature, bending modulus, membrane thickness,
and interfacial stabilization.9 These models highlight the range
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of competing interactions suspected of influencing lipid phase
behavior.
Given the diversity and complexity of biological membranes,

simplified systems comprised of a smaller number of
representative lipids are a powerful tool7c for understanding
the phase behavior7a and mechanical properties10 that may be
relevant in the formation and stabilization of lipid rafts.
Importantly, from the perspective of the lipid raft hypothesis,
certain model mixtures exhibit liquid−liquid phase coexistence
forming two phases, the liquid ordered phase (LO), which is
enriched in high melting lipids and cholesterol and thought to
be similar to the composition of rafts, and the liquid disordered
(LD) phase that is thought to surrounds rafts.11 Furthermore,
some of these systems contain nanoscopic lipid heterogenei-
ties,7a−c believed to be either distinct LD/LO phases, or a single
modulated phase with local compositional fluctuations. These
nanoscopic heterogeneities are comparable in size to what is
suggested for lipid rafts. Unfortunately, due to their nanoscopic
size and compositional similarity with the surrounding lipids, as
well as the potentially perturbing effects of some molecular
probes, current experimental techniques provide limited
information about these intriguing systems.
In the present study, we use neutron scattering and neutron

scattering length density (NSLD) contrast matching techniques
to observe the structure and dynamics of nanoscopic lipid
heterogeneities. In brief, NSLD contrast matching is made
possible because neutrons scatter differently from hydrogen
(1H) and deuterium (2H or ‘D’) nuclei. Through careful
isotopic substitution of the lipids and solvent, this sensitivity

manifests itself in different NSLDs for the different lipid phases.
This also has the advantage that isotopic substitutions are
minimally perturbing to the system in other ways. Using lipid
compositions obtained from published phase diagrams,7b,12 we
performed neutron scattering measurements on bilayer systems
in which the NSLD of one phase matches the NSLD of the
solvent. In doing so, neutrons only “see” the nonmatched
phase, enabling direct measurements of the nanoscopic lipid
heterogeneities populating 60 nm diameter unilamellar lipid
vesicles (ULVs) (Figure 1A−E). In a novel experimental
approach, we then combined this capability with inelastic
neutron scattering in order to unambiguously determine the
mechanical properties of the nanoscopic lipid heterogeneities
populating the ULVs.
Our data reveal that the bending modulus of nanoscopic

domains differs from the bending modulus of the surrounding
lipid environment. Furthermore, the domains are aligned across
the two leaflets of the symmetric bilayer. The composition,
structure, and bending modulus of the nanoscopic hetero-
geneities was found to be similar to the equivalent “pure
phases” predicted from the phase diagram.7b,12 Moreover,
atomistic MD simulations present a picture consistent with
experimental studies, showing that domains have different
structural and mechanical properties than their surrounding
enviornment. The simulations also imply preferential lipid
orientation at the domain interface, suggesting some degree of
interfacial stabilization, akin to line activity.

Figure 1. . SANS data and neutron contrast matching schemes used. Transparent coloration indicates regions of the bilayer that were contrast
matched to the solvent, making them “invisible” to neutrons. (A) LO, (B) LD, (C) nanodomain containing composition, noncontrast matched,
“Domains” (D) domain containing composition, contrast matched to emphasize the LO surround, “Domains-LO”, and (E) domain containing
composition, contrast matched to emphasize the LD nanodomains “Domains-LD” (all defined in Table S1). In this figure blue represents the LO
phase; and red the LD phase. (F) SANS data and fits of the data from samples (A−C). (G) SANS data from sample D as a function of temperature.
(H) SANS data from samples E as a function of temperature. (I) PDFs calculated from the SANS data emphasizing the structural changes in the
Domains-LD (nanodomains) sample above and below the domain miscibility temperature of 40 °C. (J) PDF of the Domains-LD (nanodomains)
sample at 20 °C compared to a model PDF, representing nanodomains that are 3.2 nm thick and of radius 6.8 nm, populating a 60 nm diameter
sphere. (error bars are ±2σ).
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■ RESULTS

Making Domains “Visible”. Nanoscopic lipid hetero-
geneities have been studied in model systems with as few as
three components: cholesterol, one high- and one low-melting
temperature lipid.13 The four component system composed of
cholesterol (Chol), 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DSPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(POPC), and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DOPC) enables one to tune domain size, from microscopic
to nanoscopic dimensions, simply by varying the ratio of the
two low-melting temperature lipids.7b,12 In this study, we focus
on nanoscopic domains of radius 5−7 nm formed by a mixture
of Chol., DSPC, and POPC in a 22:39:39 ratio.7b,12,14

The compositions of the coexisting LD and LO phases (Table
S1) are obtained from the ternary phase diagram,7b,12,14,15 and
their relative abundance in the nanodomain containing sample
is obtained from the tie line. Based on this, we are able to tune
the NSLD of each phase through judicious hydrogen/
deuterium substitution of the constituent lipids. By also varying
the D2O/H2O ratio of the aqueous solvent, we can match the
NSLD of one phase to that of the solvent, rendering it
effectively “invisible” to neutrons. This enables neutron
techniques to isolate the scattering from only the noncontrast
matched phase (Figure 1A−E, Tables S1 and S2). (It should be
noted that we use the nomenclature of LD and LO phases based
on our understanding of the system and consistency with prior
published works. An alternative interpretation of this system
describes it as a single modulated phase or a microemulstion in
which the two lipid compositions are denoted as “DSPC/Chol.
rich” and “DSPC/Chol. poor”.)
Structural Characterization of Nanodomains. Small

angle neutron scattering (SANS) was used16 to validate the
contrast matching scheme and interrogate the static structure of
the system prior to inelastic scattering measurements, which

were aimed at measuring the bilayer bending modulus of the
nanodomains in situ. SANS is a technique capable of resolving
structures with dimensions from ∼1 to 100 nm. Scattering data
were collected from 60 nm diameter single phase ULVs of LO
(“LO”, Figure 1A) and LD (“LD”, Figure 1B) compositions in
D2O. We also measured nanodomain containing vesicles in
noncontrast enhanced condition (100% D2O), where both
phases are “visible” to neutrons (“Domains”, Figure 1C). The
data are presented in Figure 1F, and are fit by a model using
three “slabs” of constant NSLD to model the bilayer:17 the two
slabs correspond to the inner and outer leaflet headgroups, and
the other represents the hydrocarbon region, yielding the full
bilayer thickness (Table 1, Table S2). The LO phase was found
to be 8.3 ± 0.6 Å thicker than the LD phase, with the mixed
system having an intermediate value reflecting the contributions
of both phases to the average acyl chain thickness, in agreement
with literature.7b

SANS was also measured from nanodomain containing
ULVs with specific isotopic substitutions that isolate the
scattering from the LO or LD regions within the ULVs
(compositions in Table S1, “Domains-LO” in 64.5% D2O,
Figure 1D, and “Domains-LD” in 93.5% D2O, Figure 1E).
Measurements were taken as a function of temperature from 10
to 50 °C, spanning the phase miscibility transition (∼40 °C,
Figure 2C). Below 40 °C, the LD phase exhibits excess
scattering in the range 0.02 < q < 0.2 Å−1 (Figure 1H) that
cannot be adequately described using a slab model. This excess
scattering indicates the presence of nanometer scale structures
which we analyze using Moore’s inversion method18 to obtain
real-space pair distribution functions (PDFs or P(r)) (Figure
1I). These PDFs are then compared directly to models of 60
nm diameter ULVs and 6.8 nm radius discs (“nanodomains”)
with a thickness of 3.2 nm (Figure 1J). The PDF of the LD
phase in domain containing vesicles at 20 °C (Domains-LD,

Table 1. Summary of Structural Parameters from Neutron Experiments (20 °C) and MD Simulation (±2σ)

LD LO domains (avg.) domains LD domains LO

thickness [Å] (SANS) 43.9 ± 1.4 53.1 ± 1.0 51.3 ± 1.1
avg. thickness [Å] (sim.) 45.9 ± 0.5 54.2 ± 0.2 51.6 ± 0.6 46.6 ± 0.5 53.5 ± 0.9
acyl thickness [Å] (SANS) 32.9 ± 1.8 38.3 ± 2.1
avg. acyl thickness [Å] (sim.) 32.6 ± 0.5 42.0 ± 0.2 39.3 ± 0.6 34.4 ± 0.4 41.2 ± 0.9
area per lipid [Å2] (sim.) 54.7 ± 0.8 40.9 ± 0.2 44.5 ± 0.8
SCH POPC (sim.) 0.19 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.10 0.26 ± 0.08
SCH DSPC (sim.) 0.22 ± 0.07 0.38 ± 0.10 0.35 ± 0.09
K [kBT] (NSE) 17.3 ± 3.2 196.0 ± 42.5 126.5 ± 29.9 18.4 ± 9.8
K [kBT] (sim.) 19.1 ± 1.4 61.8 ± 2.2 52.5 ± 2.3 18.0 ± 1.7

Figure 2. (A) Graphical representation of the acyl chain parameters calculated from SANS and ND data. (B) Acyl chain spacings from neutron
diffraction measurements. (C) DSC shows a broad transition centered at ∼40 °C in MLVs of the “Domains” sample, indicating domain mixing with
the surround. These data are in agreement with structural changes at 40 °C in Figure 1H,I. (error bars are ±2σ).
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Figure 1I, open red squares) is consistent with the model of
nanodomains populating the surface of a sphere, displaying
both intra- and interdomain correlations. This result indicates
that the LD phase is discontinuous (i.e., forms nanodomains).
Previous experiments on this system14 had demonstrated only
the presence of nanoscopic domains but could not identify
which phase comprised the nanodomains.
When the same nanodomain sample was heated above 40 °C

(Domains-LD, Figure 1I, solid red squares), the disc-like
features disappeared, and the PDF resembled that of a 60 nm
diameter ULV. This is due to the breakdown of the contrast
matching scheme when the domains and surround become
miscible: the lipids in the nanoscopic heterogeneities mix with
the continuous phase, forming a single “visible” phase. This
observation is consistent with the data from differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) (Figure 2C) and structural
measurements (Figures 2B and 3A), showing a broad
transition. The hydrocarbon thicknesses of the LD and LO

phases were obtained by fitting the SANS data (q > 0.1 Å−1)
with a lamellar form factor as a function of temperature from 10
to 50 °C (Figure 3A, Table 1). The bilayer thicknesses of the
LD and LO regions converge between 30 and 40 °C, consistent
with lipid mixing upon domain/surround miscibility. Similarly,

acyl chain spacings for the pure phases were obtained from
separate neutron diffraction19 measurements (Figure 2C,
Figure S1). Little difference was observed in the acyl chain
spacing of the LD phase as a function of temperature (10 to 50
°C). However, LO acyl chain spacings increased at 40 °C,
consistent with increasing chain disorder. This is similar to the
temperature where the LO and LD regions become miscible.
Returning to the acyl thickness, we note that the observation

of a full bilayer thickness (32.9 ± 1.8 Å for the LD phase and
38.3 ± 2.1 Å for the LO phase at 20 °C) in samples where one
phase has been rendered invisible to neutrons is noteworthy, as
it implies that the domains are positionally registered across the
bilayer leaflets (Figure 3B,C). In the case of LD nanodomains, if
the domains were antiregistered, the data would have been
consistent with the thickness of a monolayer. Similarly, random
alignment of domains across bilayer leaflets, would have
resulted in only ∼8% of the vesicle area with aligned LD−LD
nanodomains (LD area fraction is 0.29 in each leaflet). Although
positionally registered domains have been observed in phase
separated giant unilamellar vesicles,20 and in recent coarse
grained simulations,21 to our knowledge this is the first
experimental verification of positionally registered domains in
symmetric ULVs.

Determination of Nanodomain Bending Modulus.
Having established the ability to isolate the scattering from
LD nanodomains (“Domains-LD”), we used inelastic neutron
scattering to investigate their dynamics and mechanical
properties. Neutron spin echo spectroscopy (NSE)22 is a
technique sensitive to bilayer motions on time scales of 10−10−
10−7s, and over length scales of ∼0.1−100 nm. It is therefore an
ideal tool to probe the bilayer’s undulational motions, which are
characteristic of bending rigidity.23 We performed NSE
measurements24 on four samples at 20 °C: LO only vesicles
in D2O (Figure 1A), LD only vesicles in D2O (Figure 1B),
coexisting LO/LD vesicles with no contrast enhancement
(Domains) in D2O (Figure 1C), and LD nanodomains
(“Domains-LD”) in 93.5% D2O/H2O (Figure 1E). The LD
nanodomain measurements (Figure 3D) focused on a single q
value of 0.055 Å−1. This was dictated by the fact that the
“Domains-LD” sample’s scattering is ∼30 times weaker than the
other samples, in addition to possessing a higher intrinsic
incoherent scattering background (Due to the unavailability of
select deuterated lipids, the “Domains-LO” sample was not
measured with NSE. Further details on this point can found in
the SI).
NSE measurements report the intermediate scattering

function (ISF), or S(q,τ)/S(q,0). This can be thought of as
the probability of finding atomic pair correlations at a distance,
2π/q, after a time, τ (Figure 4A−D). In order to relate the
undulational dynamics to the bilayer bending modulus, we have
adopted the model of Zilman and Granek.23 This model treats
the bilayer as a flat sheet, a condition considered valid for
systems with qR ≫ 1. In this study qR was between 15 and 33,
where R = 300 Å and the q-range was 0.05−0.11 Å−1. In this
case the ISF for undulations then decays as

τ
= τ− ΓS q

S q
Ae

( , )
( , 0)

,( (q) )2/3

(1)

where A is a normalization constant (typically set to 1). The
relaxation rate, Γ(q), is a function of the scattering wave vector,
q, and is related to the bilayer bending modulus κ through the
relation25

Figure 3. Acyl chain thickness is consistent with a bilayer, implying the
domains are in-register. (A) the acyl thicknesses from SANS
measurements as a function of temperature, including a comparison
to the acyl thickness extracted from the atomistic simulations at 20 °C.
(B) Unaligned domains would show only a monolayer thickness,
whereas aligned domains (C) would show a full bilayer thickness.
(error bars are ±2σ).
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κ η
Γ =

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟q

k T k T
q( ) 0.0058 .B

1/2
B 3

(2)

Here, η, is the solvent viscosity, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and
T is the temperature. It is convenient to plot the data as Γ(q)/
q3 versus q, due to the predicted q3 dependence (Figure 4E).
The data is expected to exhibit a constant value in this
presentation that is inversely proportional to the square root of
the bending modulus.
The data do in fact show a q−3 dependence in the dynamics.

We then calculate the bending moduli from the data, showing
that the LO sample is more rigid than the LD sample (κLD = 17.3
± 3.2 kBT, κLO = 196.0 ± 42.5 kBT), as one might expect. The
modulus of the POPC rich LD phase is similar to what has been
reported for fluid POPC/Chol. bilayers at 22 °C.26 However,
the modulus for the DSPC rich LO phase is more than two
times softer than a DSPC gel phase bilayer at 45 °C,25b and in
good agreement with LO phases from lipid mixtures such as
sphingomyelin/Chol. (198 kBT)

27 or sphingomyelin/DOPC/
Chol. (168 kBT).

28 Interestingly, the modulus of the nano-
domains (“Domains-LD”, κNanodomain = 18.4 ± 9.8 kBT) is
indistinguishable from the pure (single phase) LD sample. In
contrast to this, the bending modulus of the noncontrast
matched domains sample (“Domains”) has an intermediate
rigidity (κDomains = 126.5 ± 29.9 kBT), reflecting the ensemble
nature of the measurement. This shows that mechanical
properties connected to the local composition persist even at
the nanometer length scale.
Further evidence of domain registration is also seen through

the intermediate rigidity of the noncontrast matched system
(“Domains”). This intermediate rigidity reflects the ensemble

nature of that measurement, as both the LD and LO phases
contribute to the scattering. The nanodomains sample
(“Domains-LD”), on the other hand, is only sensitive to the
motions from the LD nanodomains (the LO surround is
“invisible” to neutrons), but is otherwise structurally identical to
the “Domains” sample, providing an important control.
Randomly aligned or antiregistered domains in the inner and
outer bilayer leaflets would have resulted in a larger bending
modulus than the LD sample because the nanodomains would
have been across from an LO portion of the bilayer (Figure 3B).
Thus, the similar bending moduli of the LD-nanodomains and
the bulk LD composition is further evidence of domain registry
across the bilayer leaflets.
The primary significance of this result relates to domain

formation. Although different bending moduli for coexisting
phases have been previously reported in macroscopically phase
separated bilayers,29 our observations show that even for
nanoscopic domains on the length scale of lipid rafts,
differences in the bending moduli of the two lipid regions
persist. Moreover, these differences are capable of contributing
to the free energy of the system30 and influencing phase
behavior.8,9i,m

MD Simulation: Molecular Details of the Domain
Interface. All-atom MD simulations were performed to
compare with our structural and bending modulus data, as
well as to provide a more detailed description of the
nanodomain interface. The simulated lipid systems were
symmetric planar bilayer patches in explicit water. They were
compositionally similar to those studied experimentally,
namely: LO, LD, and LD nanodomains coexisting in an LO
bilayer (Table S1). The LO and LD models were 12 nm × 12

Figure 4. Representative ISFs from NSE experiments with fits to the data using the Zillman-Granek model (A−D) (error bars are ±2σ).23 (E)
Undulational relaxation times obtained from the fit to the data follows the predicted q−3 dependence, revealing a dynamical decoupling between the
LD nanodomain and its surround. (F) Undulatory relaxation times calculated from all-atom MD simulations, revealing a trend in the dynamics that is
qualitatively consistent with experimental observation, including the dynamical decoupling of the nanodomains from the surrounding phase (error
bars represent ±2σ of the fit). Inset shows an MD snapshot of a patch rendered with a grid of pseudoatoms at the local center of mass.
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nm patches assembled using the PACKMOL package.31 In
order to study nanodomain properties, we preassembled an in-
register, 6.8 nm radius LD domain surrounded by an LO phase
(24 nm × 24 nm). Further details are found in the SI.
The structural parameters from the simulated lipid patches

are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 3A, and are in good
agreement with those from experiment. We also find qualitative
agreement between the bilayer unduational dynamics (ISFs)
from simulation32 and experiment. However, limitations
imposed by the simulation box size and the duration of the
simulation, the long wavelength undulation modes observed
experimentally are not captured by simulation. In other words,
we cannot reliably determine the bending modulus from the
undulation dynamics calculated from the MD trajectories.
Knowing this, we can only qualitatively compare the undula-
tional dynamics after correcting for thickness fluctuations.25b

This comparison shows that the pure LO patch is less dynamic
than the pure LD patch, and the nanodomain region is more
dynamic than the average of the full domain containing patch.
Both findings are consistent with the results of our neutron
scattering experiments.
An alternative method of computing the bending modulus

from MD trajectories has been proposed by Khelashvili et al.,33

which considers the splay and tilt angles of lipid molecules
(Figure 5). This analysis show a similar trend, with the LD
nanodomain having a lower bending modulus than the LO
surround, and the full LO patch was stiffer than the LD patch,
again consistent with the observed and calculated undulational
dynamics (Table 1).
The simulations also allow us to interrogate the nanodomain

system at a molecular level, particularly the interfacial region
where a visual inspection of the bilayer cross-section (Figure

4A) reveals bilayer thinning and acyl chain disorder. This
provides us with some insight as to why the dynamics of the
nanodomains are not somewhat slower than those of “pure” LD
vesicles. One might expect that undulational modes with
wavelengths larger than the domain size would reflect the
rigidity of both phases. This is, however, not what we observe.
The presence of a flexible region between the LD nanodomain
and the LO surround seemingly allows a degree of autonomous
motion of the LD nanodomains on short length scales, a notion
that is more in line with our experimental results.
Computing the molecular composition, orientation, and

order parameters (OPs) from the simulations allows us to
explore the interface more quantitatively. In Figure 5 the
parameters determined from the simulations are presented as a
function of distance from the LO−LD interface, their respective
definitions are discussed in detail in the SI and Figures S3, S4,
S5, and S6. Figure 5C shows clear local minima in the OPs near
the interface. These are understood to be a compensatory
overshoot in the order parameters,34 similar to what is
predicted by theories of curvature9a−c,35 or line-active
molecule9f,h,j−l stabilized interfaces. It is also known that lipid
splay and tilt are intimately connected with local rigidity in the
bilayer.33,34,36 These minima in STilt and SSplay, along with the
thinning of the bilayer, imply local flexibility at the interface.
It is also interesting to note that the simulations reveal a

small increase in POPC concentration at the nanodomain
interface, in addition to preferential orientation (Figure 5B).
DSPC is also found to preferentially orient at the interface.
Taken together, these phenomena imply a reduction in the
translational and rotational entropy as a result of the
accumulated molecules at the interface.9f The alignment
appears to orient the sn-2 chain (and the headgroup in the

Figure 5. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal details of the domain interface. (A) Cross-section of the simulated patch containing an LD
nanodomain surrounded by the LO phase after 150 ns of simulation (DSPC, blue; POPC, red; and cholesterol, yellow). (B) Lipid composition and
orientation as a function of distance from the domain interface. Preferential alignment of the sn-2 chains of both DSPC and POPC toward the phase
boundary. θ reflects the rotational alignment of the sn-2 chain toward the domain interface. p(θ < 60°) is the probability that the angle θ is less than
60°: random alignment would have a value near 0.33. An enrichment of POPC is evident near the interface in the bottom panel (dotted lines
represent the average composition). (C) Order parameters as a function of distance from an arbitrary nanodomain-surround interface. SCH, reflects
the angle between the CH bond and the bilayer normal, similar to what is observed by NMR. STilt is based on the average tilt angle of a lipid relative
to the bilayer normal, and SSplay reflects the divergence of local lipid tilt. Disorder associated with the interfacial region is indicated from the OPs, with
a minimum observed ∼1−2 nm from the interface. (error bars represent ±2σ).
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sn-3 position) toward the interface for both lipids (POPC and
DSPC), and from both sides (nanodomain and surround),
consistent with tilted lipids near the thinned region of the
bilayer.
These observations are interesting in the context of models

for domain formation based on line activity. In particular, mixed
acyl lipids (such as POPC) have been suggested as line active
molecules,9f,37 where the lipid preferentially orients at an
interface, straddling the two phases. In the case of POPC, the
saturated chain (sn-1 palmitoyl in this case) is hypothesized to
associate with the LO phase, with the unsaturated chain (sn-2
oleoyl in this case) preferring the LD phase.9f In this way, the
acyl chains can pack more favorably, reducing the interfacial
energy and stabilizing the domain interface. In general, the
favorable packing associated with orientational ordering
contributes significantly to the free energy, as seen in lipid
melting transitions.38 Moreover, preferential lipid orientation
near the interface can be thought to stabilize the system,
favoring an increase in interfacial length, while maintaining the
total areas of the two phases. Theoretically, this can act in
combination with other parameters controlling the free energy
of the system, effectively reducing domain size and maximizing
the ratio of interface to total domain area. Enrichment of POPC
near the interface is consistent with aspects of these line activity
based mechanisms. However, we also observe that both POPC
and DSPC show a preferential orientation with respect to the
interface. This implies that it is not exclusively the mixed acyl
chain nature of POPC that is driving orientation and interfacial
stabilization. The effect could be a more generic consideration
of the sn-2 chain (and headgroup in the sn-3 position) as they
relate to accommodating the difference in bilayer thickness7b

and spontaneous curvature9a,c,39 between the two “phases”.
This is consistent with recent experimental observations that
straight chain and mixed acyl lipids have similar effects on
domain size.40

Lipid domains and the surrounding phase likely differ in
several properties such as their bending modulus, shown in this
work, and their spontaneous curvature. We are able to calculate
the spontaneous curvatures of the LO and LD regions (−0.097
nm−1 and −0.068 nm−1, respectively)7b suggesting that there is
a difference in spontaneous curvature. Local curvature
influences lipid packing, as measured by their tilt, splay, and
orientation,34 results consistent with our MD simulations.
Theoretical work9c,i,39 does suggest that local curvature can also
play an important role in lipid phase behavior. In some ways
this is similar to differences in bending moduli between the two
phases, as both spontaneous curvature and the bending
modulus contribute to the free energy of the system.30

■ CONCLUSIONS
Using a novel contrast matching strategy and inelastic neutron
scattering we have shown that in-register, ∼ 13 nm diameter
lipid domains in 60 nm diameter ULV’s possess a different
bending modulus than the surrounding continuous bilayer.
This result is significant in the context of understanding what
physical mechanisms underlay the formation of nanoscopic
lipid heterogeneities and potentially, lipid rafts. Differences in
bending moduli of the two “phases” contribute to the system’s
free energy, potentially stabilizing domain size by competing
with interfacial energy.8,9i,m This is similar to, and perhaps in
connection with, the way that differences in the spontaneous
curvature9a−c,i,35,39 are thought to stabilize domains. Here we
have demonstrated this difference in bending modulus in a

model bilayer containing nanoscopic heterogeneities similar in
size to lipid rafts. Our analysis also provides experimental
support to those who have suggested that curvature and
interfacial effects should be considered in new models of lipid
phase behavior.
Neutron scattering, in combination with NSLD contrast

matching techniques, is uniquely capable of providing
experimental measurements of the structure and dynamics of
the nanoscopic structures, such as the lipid heterogeneities
central to the lipid raft hypothesis. In this study, we were able
to determine the in situ mechanical properties of lipid
nanodomains, a measurement that cannot be obtained by
other experimental techniques. Furthermore, this approach of
isolating the structure and dynamics of a coexisting phase using
NSLD contrast matching can be extended to other hydrogen
rich, phase-separated systems, including lipid bilayer systems
containing membrane proteins or candidate drug molecules.
MD simulations are a natural complement to neutron scattering
studies, providing information on time and length scales similar
to neutron scattering, in addition to molecular details that are
not experimentally accessible. Here, atomistic MD has shown
us the organization of lipids at the domain interface, and placed
our results in the context of existing models of domain
formation.
The preservation of bulk phase properties (composition,

thickness, and bending modulus) within nanoscopic domains is
consistent with their hypothesized role as scalable compart-
ments in biological membranes, providing consistent physical
environments to resident membrane proteins. It will be
interesting to extend our experimental and simulation approach
to other domain-containing lipid compositions of different
domain sizes in order to understand if our experimental results
are typical of lipid behavior, or a special case for nanoscopic
domains. In conclusion, it seems appropriate that in addition to
local differences in the bending modulus, we find indications of
multiple mechanisms that can contribute to stabilizing
nanoscopic lipid heterogeneities. The complexity and composi-
tional diversity of natural biological membranes makes it likely
that multiple mechanisms are exploited by living systems to
regulate the structure and functions of lipid rafts and their
resident membrane proteins in vivo.
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